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WEPA — Water Erosion Prediction Application
The Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) is a physically-based hydrology
and soil erosion model developed to predict soil detachment and movement.
Our project this semester is to develop an application allowing forestry experts,
students, home-owners and others to, via the WEPP model, estimate risk of soil
erosion in an environment. Our Water Erosion Prediction Application (WEPA)
is a mobile-enabled web-application that assists users in estimating risk of soil
erosion out in the field.
User Experience Experts:

Application Developers:
• Ashley Hauck

• Ankhita Pille

• Joshua Hooker

• Joseph Rice

• Prakhar Keshari

Project Scientist:

• Jialin Lei

• Mary Ellen Miller

• David Mohrhardt
• Mohammad Sajib Al Seraj
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Figure 1: Two screen shots of the web form.
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Introduction

WEPA is essentially a web-form that uses location information to auto-fill as
many WEPP model inputs as possible via the NASA BAER database. To fill
the form as early as possible, the location utilities are located at the top of
the UI. A map is provided, but global coordinates may be entered directly. The
user is tasked with filling in the remaining inputs and submitting to the publicly
hosted WEPP database. Lastly, the app is responsible for organizing the results
to be easily understood by forestry teams, students and home-owners.
In Figures 1 and 2, I have provided screen shots of the user interface. Test
participants were required to fill out intro and exit questionnaire as well as
complete three similar form scenarios. These scenarios are as described in the
provided original test plan. One minor change made during testing, is that we
switched to mobile for the last three participants’ third scenarios. This did not
seem to have a significant impact on the study.
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(a) Used in usability test.

(b) With recent modifications.

Figure 2: The results page.
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Original Test Plan
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Initial Questions

Participants in our usability test will be asked the following questions prior to
using the app. Each question will be formulated as a 5 point Linkert scale
ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”.

Application domain: familiarity and interest
1. I am familiar with the consequences of soil erosion.
2. I am familiar with factors contributing to soil erosion.
3. Soil erosion and its mitigation are relevant to me.

Usability testing experience
1. Previously, I have participated in usability testing.
2. I have graphical user interfaces (GUI) development experience.
3. I am interested in the testing of this application.

Short answer
1. About how many years have you used a smart phone?
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Test Methods

Quantitative Results
1. Time measurements. The amount of time it takes users to perform their
individual tasks.
2. Result accuracy. Scenarios 1 and 2 are expected to vary insignificantly.
Scenario 3, however, may differ significantly between participants.
3. Result self accuracy. Have user make a fuzzy prediction prior to running
each scenario. Compare actual results with the prediction.

Qualitative Results
1. User impressions at each task step. See observations.

Observations
1. User communication, both verbal and non-verbal.
2. User actions, especially redundant/unnecessary actions.

Setup
Tests will be conducted indoors in Rekhi 217 with images of the scene to minimize user risk. Ideally, we could go out in the field, but that may involve
additional waivers for the participants.

Bug Reporting
For reporting bugs, I will provide an additional form as described in the assignment description.

Notes
If a test phone can be acquired and the app is capable, I would like to run 2 or
3 of the tests on a mobile device.
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Test Scenario: Minimal Incline

Goal
The user is able to utilize the tooltips and help documentation to fill in the form
using predefined values and the scene in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A low-gradient, low-risk scene.
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Test Scenario: Medium Incline

Goal
The user is able to utilize the map widget to autofill inputs via the NASA BAER
Erosion Database.

Notes
This functionality is expected to work by Friday, but if that is not the case, this
scenario will be revised to resemble the low erosion risk scenario. However, this
scenario will utilize the scene shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: A medium-gradient scene.
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Test Scenario: Steep Incline

Goal
The user is able to evaluate soil erosion risk using only the current location and
the scene show in Figure 5.

Figure 5: A high-gradient scene.
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Final Questions

Similar to the intro questionnaire, the first couple of sections of this are 5 point
Linkert scales. The latter sections are freeform user input.

Application usage
1. I feel confident in my ability to use this app in the field.
2. I was able to complete my tasks efficiently and with minimal problems.
3. I think this provided enough help information/documentation to be used
without guidance.
4. I think the user interface was intuitive and easy to use.
5. Overall, I think this app provides a polished user experience.
6. I enjoyed using the app.
7. I would use the app again.

Application domain
1. I am familiar with the consequences of soil erosion.
2. I am familiar with factors contributing to soil erosion.
3. I am more interested in soil erosion now than before the test.

Comments
1. What should we change to improve the efficiency, aesthetics or usability
of our app?
2. What should we not change?
3. Any additional comments?
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Observations

In this section, I will provide both quantitative and qualitative analysis of
results from the usability test. Visualizations of the questionnaires and timing
data are provided as well. Risk estimate accuracy was collected, but is omitted
due to unreasonably high variance. This variance is likely an artefact of the
constraints of our testing; we were limited to testing indoors, via pictures, with
novices in the domain of environmental sciences.
As shown in Figure 8, a couple participants ran into some issues during
the test. One of these has been attributed to the delayed response from the
NASA BAER database; this was addressed between testing sessions by adding
a timeout to the request. The latter was attributed to a combination of system
performance and usage of the map feature. Aside from these minor hiccups, the
usability test went smoothly.
Figure 6 shows how long several of the participants took on each scenario.
Three of the four participants showed significant speedup. The remaining participant was the fastest to complete each scenario and their times did not significantly vary.
As shown in Figure 9, most of the participants did not consider the amount
of documentation concerning. However, one note I would like to make here is
on the many tactics participants employed to fill in the form and, without some
useful measure of success, they were unable to gauge the correctness of their
tactics. In my opinion, more detailed documentation is necessary.
The user interface itself is addressed in Figures 10 and 11. While most of
the participants considered the interface to be intuitive and easy to use, the
opinion of the majority was that the app could use some significant polishing.
One participant suggested using asynchronous Javascript in the BAER request
to maintain values on the client and avoid page flicker.
More participant suggestions include: making the autofill button more obvious, explaining the numbers on the result page and a more visual representation
of the result. As shown in figure 2, some changes are already in progress. The
risk indicator has been made to say “low risk” rather than “success” and the
title indicates that the “years” axis represents history rather than the future.
The aforementioned change was particularly important, as man of the participants exhibited a misplaced confidence in their understanding of the results.
Most seemed to think that the years represented risk over time and that the
numbers sharing rows them were risk coefficients. A few failed to recognize that
the risk coefficient was the number to the left of the “success” tag.
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Additional Notes

Future developers may want to consider hiding excess information that would
not be immediately useful to a student or home-owner. Additional care should
be taken to explain the values presented to the user or the user should be directed
to helpful resources; at the very least, explicitly define the units involved.
The form should be aggressively cleared when starting anew. Values cached
in the browser may be mistaken for those autofilled by the BAER database.
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The map could take up less space and be favored over the latitude and
longitude coordinate entry. This may alleviate some of the confusion around
their coordination.
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Figure 6: How long it took participants to complete scenarios.
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Figure 7: I feel confident in my ability to use this app in the field.
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Figure 8: I was able to complete tasks efficiently with minimal issues.
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Figure 9: I think there was enough documentation to use the app unguided.
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Figure 10: I think the app was intuitive and easy to use.
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Figure 11: I think the app provides a polished user experience.
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Appendix

A

Group Attendance

Ashley Hauck
Joshua Hooker
Prakhar Keshari
Jialin Lei
David Mohrhardt
Mohammad Sajib Al Seraj

B

x4
x1
x4
x4
x2
x1

Bug Reports

No bug reports were filled by users, but the BAER response delay has already
been addressed.
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